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In What Did Jesus Ask?, 65 of today's leading spiritual writers, thinkers, and
artists offer modern meditations on the questions that Jesus posed in the Bible to
teach his followers how to think like a Christian and consider their personal faith.
As a teacher, Jesus Christ put many of his lessons in the form of questions. The
gospels record more than 300 of them. Some are rhetorical, needing no answer,
but most were real questions posed to real people. Many of Jesus' questions are
familiar to readers today, yet the context and the potential interpretations of such
phrases will offer enlightenment to many. Organized by Biblical verse, these 65
enigmatic questions include:
"You of little faith, why did you doubt?" - Matthew 14:31
"Do you have eyes but fail to see, and ears but fail to hear?" - Mark 8:18
And now, What Did Jesus Ask? poses those questions to many of today's
prominent religious figures, scholars and thought leaders to contemplate and
interpret. Contributors include bestselling singer/songwriters Amy Grant and
Michael W. Smith, Christian leaders Barbara Taylor and Cardinal Wuerl of
Washington, and bestselling authors James Martin and Sarah Young, and many
more. Including a foreword by Nancy Gibbs, bestselling author and managing
editor of TIME magazine, What Did Jesus Ask? is a thought-provoking volume for
both readers interested in religious thought and understanding the teachings of
Jesus better.
Ilya Kaminsky’s astonishing parable in poems asks us, What is silence? Deaf
Republic opens in an occupied country in a time of political unrest. When soldiers
breaking up a protest kill a deaf boy, Petya, the gunshot becomes the last thing
the citizens hear—they all have gone deaf, and their dissent becomes coordinated
by sign language. The story follows the private lives of townspeople encircled by
public violence: a newly married couple, Alfonso and Sonya, expecting a child;
the brash Momma Galya, instigating the insurgency from her puppet theater; and
Galya’s girls, heroically teaching signing by day and by night luring soldiers one
by one to their deaths behind the curtain. At once a love story, an elegy, and an
urgent plea, Ilya Kaminsky’s long-awaited Deaf Republic confronts our time’s
vicious atrocities and our collective silence in the face of them.
Billy Collins compiles 180 poems, one for each day of the school year, for high
school students to read so that they might learn the value of poetry in their daily
lives.
Suppose you could ask God any question and get an answer. What would it be?
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Young people all over the world have been asking those questions. So Neale
Donald Walsch, author of the internationally bestselling Conversations with God
series had another conversation. Conversations with God for Teens is a simple,
clear, straight-to-the-point dialogue that answers teens questions about God,
money, sex, love, and more. Conversations with God for Teens reads like a rap
session at a church youth group, where teenagers discuss everything they ever
wanted to know about life but were too afraid to ask God. Walsch acts as the
verbal conduit, showing teenagers how easy it is to converse with the divine.
When Claudia, age 16, from Perth, Australia, asks, "Why can't I just have sex
with everybody? What's the big deal?", the answer God offers her is: "Nothing
you do will ever be okay with everybody. 'Everybody' is a large word. The real
question is can you have sex and have it be okay with you?" There's no doubt
that the casual question-and-answer format will help make God feel welcoming
and accessible to teens. Conversations with God for Teens is the perfect gift
purchase for parents, grandparents, and anyone else who wants to provide
accessible spiritual content for the teen(s) in their lives.
If I Could Ask God AnythingAwesome Bible Answers for Curious KidsThomas
Nelson Publishers
Jesus said: "If you remain in me and my words remain in you, ask whatever you
want and it will be done for you." What an astounding promise. This book will
lead the reader through the key passages that teach us how to keep Jesus'
words in us as we pray to the Father according to his will. The book will build the
reader's confidence to know how to ask God for what he wants to do, and thus
strengthen their relationship to God.
Provides answers to some questions that teenagers commonly ask about God
and the Christian faith.
Paul Williams and Barry Cooper spent many-years asking people this question.
And inside this book, they reveal the results. Here are the twelve most frequently
asked questions about God, answered from the lips of the most powerful,
insightful and extraordinary figure in all of human history - Jesus Christ. Book
jacket.
Children have tough questions about the Christian faith. Many times, it seems
parents struggle to answer these questions confidently. What do we do when
they ask, "Why does God allow suffering?" "Can we trust the Bible?" "What is a
Christian worldview?" In The 21 Toughest Questions Your Kids Will Ask About
Christianity small group curriculum, author and speaker Alex McFarland offers
insight and clarity to parents who are unsure how to handle these daunting
questions. In six 30-minute video sessions, Alex helps us better understand our
own faith and how to communicate it to our children.This Participant's Workbook
includes discussion-oriented questions based on the video sessions with spaces
and wide margins for note taking as well as key passages from Alex's book The
21 Toughest Questions Your Kids Will Ask About Christianity (Tyndale House,
2013).
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Dozens of prayers for kids to use for every day, difficult days, and special days.
What could be more important than giving our kids the tools to keep them
connected to God? Kids are wired to have faith. And prayer is the way they (and
we) make our bond with God strong. Kids don't need simplistic prayers. They
need to be inspired to use the minds and hearts God gave them to speak
specifically about every circumstance of life. Prayers include... A Mealtime Prayer
- A Prayer to Start the Day - A Prayer to End the Day - Before You Read the
Bible - When You are Sad - When You are Afraid - When You are Lonely - When
You've Lost a Friend - When You Are Being Bullied - When You are Confused When You Have Done Wrong - When You Accomplished Something Good When Your Father is Not Doing Well - When Your Mother is Not Doing Well When Someone You Love is Ill - On Your Birthday - To God Our Father - To
Jesus the Son of God - To God the Holy Spirit - When Someone You Love Has
Died - When Your Pet Is Ill - At Christmas Time - Thanks for Your Mother Thanks for Your Father - Thanks For Your Family - Prayer for Faith - Prayer for
Hope - Prayer for Love - Before Going to Church - When You Have to Say Sorry
- About School - For the Beginning of the School Year - For the End of the
School Year For ages 7 to 12, approximately. More info at
www.BookOfPrayersForKids.com A word to the kid who has this book... Our
great God in heaven loves every person he ever created. And he wants to hear
from us! We can call out for God's help, thank God for good things, seek his love
when we have done wrong. But sometimes we wonder how to pray. The 50
prayers here are for everyday use. Prayers to start the day, end the day,
mealtime prayers, prayers for when we are ill, confused, lonely, or happy.
Prayers for family, for friends, for school. And may others. Don't stick this book on
a shelf! Put it in your backpack, beside your bed, at your dinner table-wherever
you can reach for it! Use the prayers. Talk to God!
A Grief Observed comprises the reflections of the great scholar and Christian on
the death of his wife after only a few short years of marriage. Painfully honest in
its dissection of his thoughts and feelings, this is a book that details his
paralysing grief, bewilderment and sense of loss in simple and moving prose.
Invaluable as an insight into the grieving process just as much as it is as an
exploration of religious doubt, A Grief Observed will continue to offer its consoling
insights to a huge range of readers, as it has for over fifty years. 'A classic of the
genre, a literary answer to the pain of loss.' Robert McCrum
Suffering and evil affect us all, both at a general level, as we look at a world filled
with injustice, natural disasters and poverty, and at a personal level, as we
experience grief, pain and unfairness. And how we think about and process the
reality of pain is at the heart of why many people reject God. Dr. Amy Orr-Ewing
is no stranger to pain and gives a heartfelt yet academically rigorous examination
of how different belief systems deal with the problem of pain. She explains the
unique answer that is found in Christ and how he can give us hope in the reality
of suffering. This empathetic, easy-to-read and powerful evangelistic book is
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good for both unbelievers and believers alike. It will help those hoping to answer
one of life’s biggest questions as well as those who are either suffering
personally or comforting others.
A perceptive, insightful, and encouraging collection of Elisabeth Elliot's
meditations on the things that make us ask "Why?", including everything from
birthdays to funerals and divorce.
The world is a confusing and painful place for children (and adults). How do you
respond faithfully to your kids’ big questions? Learn to craft faithful conversations
and be better prepared to talk about the tough stuff with your kids. More than 30
essays from a diverse group of young Christian parents/pastors address today’s
toughest topics, including gender, race, bullying, mental illness, death, divorce,
money, technology, and generosity. When Kids Ask Hard Questions invites you
to take a deep breath, create safe spaces for the hard conversations, and speak
the truth in love. Each chapter includes a resource list for further exploration.
"I'm excited about Faith Driven Entrepreneur. Anyone who is following the
example of their creator God can find echoes of their work in this book." --Lecrae
Entrepreneurship can be a lonely journey. But it doesn't need to be. God has a
purpose and a plan for all those entrepreneurial dreams and creative gifts he
gave you. The work you do today--the company you've built, the employees you
work with, the customers you serve, the shareholders you report to, all of
it--serves as an active part of what God wants to accomplish on earth. You are
not alone in this journey. Join other faith-driven entrepreneurs as, together, we
identify the values, habits, and traits that empower us to successfully build
businesses, serve our communities, and faithfully pursue a loving relationship
with God; read stories that exemplify how those values, habits, and traits unfold
in everyday life; and discover the potential God wants to unleash through our
work. Each book purchase includes access to the eight-session Faith Driven
Entrepreneur video series, a discussion guide to encourage conversation among
peers, and an invitation to join a Faith Driven Entrepreneur Group to meet other
like-minded entrepreneurs.
Bonded-leather with over 70 breathtaking images and gift box 50% discount.
Kids are curious about Jesus and God and yet, by the time they are teens, the majority
stop asking questions about faith and starting questioning faith altogether. Respected
Christian apologist Josh McDowell encourages children to stand on the foundation of
truth with this contemporary gathering of concise, welcoming answers for kids ages 8 to
12. A fun format includes key Bible verses and pre-teen friendly explorations of topics
that matter most to kids: God’s love and forgiveness Right and wrong and making
choices Jesus, the Holy Spirit, and God’s Word Different beliefs and religions Church,
prayer, and sharing faith The next time a child asks “Who is God?” parents,
grandparents, and church leaders will want this practical and engaging volume handy.
Helpful tips and conversation ideas for adults will help them connect with kids
hungering for straight talk about faith in Jesus.
Steven Furtick challenges you to believe that the audacious faith that we see in the
Bible, the faith that caused a man to pray and see the sun stand still in the sky, is the
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same faith we can claim for ourselves today. --from publisher description
Provides biblically based answers to the most commonly asked questions about God
and the Christian faith.
Who made God? Can God hear my prayers? Why does God let people die? The author
of When Bad Things Happen to Good People helps parents understand their children's
fears and fantasies, and offers advice on answering their questions about religion, the
Bible, illness, and bereavement.
"A meditation on what it might mean to be human in an age of ever-accelerating
technology"-A Scripture-based reference shares accessible answers to key questions about faith,
prayer and establishing a relationship with God, providing coverage of everything from
whether or not God still loves sinners and why it is important to attend church.
A follow-up to his bestselling children's devotional, Indescribable, pastor Louie Giglio's
How Great Is Our God offers 100 incredible new facts and devotions about God and
science to stir your child's amazement for the Creator.
A front row seat to a fascinating conversation with God, Jesus, and other biblical
characters answering important questions women have regarding life and faith. A
Conversation with God for Women allows readers a one-on-one dialogue with God, his
son Jesus, and other important women and men from the Bible as they respond to
questions and concerns relevant to the Christian faith. The questions, in some cases
challenging, address the issues and tensions specifically felt by women. Each answer,
designed for both believers and seekers, is based on Scripture and written with the
warmth and intimacy of a Heavenly Father relating to His child. Topics covered:
existence and nature of God Jesus, Virgin birth of God's only Son authenticity of
Scripture meaning in and unique challenges of a woman's life power and purpose of
prayer importance, realities, and struggles of relationships coexistence of good and evil
These 12 illustrated Bible stories include questions children often ask and the answers
they need.
How do I know the Bible is true? What does it mean when the Bible talks about the
kingdom of God? How can God be three persons at the same time? Help the kids in
your life find answers to the questions they ask and deepen their faith along the way
with 365 Bible Answers for Curious Kids, a unique daily devotional full of biblical
answers to curious questions about God, the Bible, and Christian faith. 365 Bible
Answers for Curious Kids is a tremendous tool for every Christian home! Through a
daily devotional, questions about God, the Bible, and faith are answered in a loving way
that points children to God’s plan and His love. Parents will appreciate the thorough
research and accuracy for this wide range of theological, historical, and faith topics. In
addition to faith topics, this devotional addresses topics such as Christian traditions, the
historic growth of Christianity, how to become a Christian, and what it means to be a
Christian in today’s world. A helpful and complete index of questions includes the
following topics: time; God; God’s promises; Jesus; God’s Holy Spirit; the Bible; the
Old Testament; the New Testament; Christianity; prayer; the Church; Christian
seasons, holidays, and traditions; being a Christian here and now; and eternity. Each
devotion is written so that it can be read and enjoyed on its own at any time, and many
include a “Want to know more?” cross-referencing section at the bottom of the
devotional for the extra-curious child who wants to learn more. At the end of the book, a
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special section called My Notes and Prayers offers several lined pages for the
thoughtful young reader to write his or her thoughts and prayers. 365 Bible Answers for
Curious Kids will help you nurture and grow your child’s faith, as well as naturally and
gently, day by day, grow the child’s knowledge about what it means to be a Christian.
Engage the minds and hearts of the curious kids in your life for Jesus every day with
365 Bible Answers for Curious Kids.
If I Could Ask God Just One Question is a much-needed resource--whether you've
grown up in the church or are new to the Christian faith. Eighty chapters, written in an
easy-to-follow Q & A format, offer biblical answers to your most-asked questions about
life, God, the Bible, and faith. You will come to realize that God isn't afraid of the hard
questions, and His Word has all the answers you'll ever need!
This hugely popular international bestseller is being repackaged and rebranded as the
leading title in the C.S. Lewis Signature Classics range. One of the most popular and
beloved introductions to the concept of faith ever written, Mere Christianity has sold
millions of copies worldwide. The timeless questions of spirituality which Lewis raises
will have resonance with a new generation of readers. Mere Christianity brings together
Lewis's legendary broadcast talks of the war years, talks in which he set out simply to
'explain and defend the belief that has been common to nearly all Christians at all
times.' Rejecting the boundaries that divide Christianity's many denominations, C.S.
Lewis provides an unequaled opportunity for believers and nonbelievers alike to hear a
powerful, rational case for the Christian faith. This scintiallating collection confirms C.S.
Lewis's reputation as one of the leading writers and thinkers of our age.
It is my prayer that this small parents' guide and its companion children's books, A
Wonderful Day and Zach and Sprocket's Great Adventure, will help you to answer your
children's questions about God, Jesus, and other topics in the Bible so that you and
they will come to know Jesus in a more personal way. Our children and their friends are
asking these questions. We should be ready to answer them with simple, honest, Biblebased answers, just as Jesus exhorted us in Matthew 19:13-14: "Let the little children
come to me, and do not hinder them, for the kingdom of heaven belongs to such as
these."
Revised & Updated Edition! God is love. Crazy, relentless, all-powerful love. Have you
ever wondered if we're missing it? It's crazy, if you think about it. The God of the
universe—the Creator of nitrogen and pine needles, galaxies and E-minor—loves us with
a radical, unconditional, self-sacrificing love. And what is our typical response? We go
to church, sing songs, and try not to cuss. Whether you've verbalized it yet or not, we
all know something's wrong. Does something deep inside your heart long to break free
from the status quo? Are you hungry for an authentic faith that addresses the problems
of our world with tangible, even radical, solutions? God is calling you to a passionate
love relationship with Himself. Because the answer to religious complacency isn't
working harder at a list of do's and don'ts—it's falling in love with God. And once you
encounter His love, as Francis describes it, you will never be the same. Because when
you're wildly in love with someone, it changes everything. Learn more about Crazy
Love at www.crazylovebook.com.
Offers practical guidance on preparing for and promoting your Christianity Explored
course. Also included are transcripts of the talks for course leaders who want to deliver
the 'talks'.
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Scandal. Controversy. Massacres. Mystery... Christmas? This is a book about the real
Christmas; the one that has been lost by being turned into a children's nativity play. The
one that's been buried under made-up details about donkeys and innkeepers and
kings. And this is a book about why what really happened at Christmas really matters
today-about how these amazing events can transform people's lives and futures. Short,
funny, friendly and easy-to-read, Christmas Uncut retells the Christmas story, and
explains the gospel message as it does so. Perfect for giving away to unbelieving family
and friends, whether they think they know the Christmas story, or know that they don't;
and ideal for giving away at the end of Christmas church events. We have developed
some Christmas Uncut themed promotional materials for evangelistic events. They are
free to download and can be found under the 'Look-Inside' link on the left.
Eighty chapters, written in an easy-to-follow Q & A format, offer biblical answers to your mostasked questions about life, God, the Bible, and faith."
A Study Guide and a Teacher’s Manual Gospel Principles was written both as a personal
study guide and as a teacher’s manual. As you study it, seeking the Spirit of the Lord, you can
grow in your understanding and testimony of God the Father, Jesus Christand His Atonement,
and the Restoration of the gospel. You can find answers to life’s questions, gain an assurance
of your purpose and self-worth, and face personal and family challenges with faith.
Author Kyle Morey set out to write for 30 days what he believed God was telling him to tell the
reader. After his daily warm up of praise through hymns, prayer and scripture reading, he
asked God to guide him to what the reader, whoever he or she may be, wanted or needed to
hear that day. The result is a conversational, often funny, always sincere revelation of spiritual
reality as Kyle knows it and lives it-- an exercise in devotion and a demonstration of
love.--Publisher.
If you could ask God three questions, what would you ask? In this intriguing, thought-provoking
book, people all over the world reveal what they would ask God if they had the opportunity. If
You Could Ask God is a book of questions, and questions only. As you explore this stimulating
collection of questions, you'll think. You'll laugh. You may even cry. But one thing is certain:
you'll learn more about other people, while gaining a new perspective on your own life.
Through short and kid-friendly entries, trusted children's author Kathryn Slattery answers
questions about God, Christianity, and living out your faith in a straightforward way that points
children to God's amazing plan for their lives in Dear God, I Have a Question. Your kids have
great questions about God, but sometimes it can be hard to know how to answer them. Author
Kathryn Slattery helps you and your kids ask and answer questions such as these: How can
God be three persons at the same time? What is the Kingdom of God? Is it okay if I have
friends who aren't Christians? Can God really talk to me? Why does God allow evil to exist?
Was there really a worldwide flood? How can I know for sure that God loves me? Is it okay to
have doubts about God? With respectful but kid-friendly language, Slattery also addresses
topics such as Christian traditions, the historic growth of Christianity, how to become a
Christian, and what it means to be a Christ-follower in today's world. You'll appreciate the
thorough research and accuracy in this wide range of theological, historical, and faith topics.
Supplementary sidebars, Scriptures, and takeaways will assist young readers as they
investigate the questions and answers. Whether you are celebrating a child coming to faith, a
birthday, holiday, or baptism or simply want to honor your young reader's beautiful curiosity
about God, Dear God, I Have a Question will engage your child's mind and heart as they grow
in knowledge and faith.
Presents a retelling of the Gospel, emphasizing how Jesus can be a friend and Savior.
"Children who are introduced to God, through attending church or having loved ones who
speak often about God, often have a lot of questions, including this ever-popular one: What is
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God like? The late Rachel Held Evans loved the Bible and loved showing God's love through
the words and pictures found in that ancient text. Through these pictures from the Bible,
children see that God is like a shepherd, God is like a star, God is like a gardener, God is like
the wind, and more. God is a comforter and support"-Copyright: e367fcc3f24fe07d7d82db64ed2d7cd7
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